
Holt WI 

Soggy rain-soaked arrivals at the village hall for this month’s meeting reviewed a number of 

activities. The quiz team reported a second-place triumph at Hallow at the end of September and 

the committee outlined offers from the Federation and neighbouring groups for a range of 

opportunities from a trip to Bletchley Park to a jigsaw day.  Our own plans include a canal boat trip 

later in October, the inaugural meeting of the book group, baking for Sepsis awareness day at 

Worcester Warriors, baking for a pudding taster session and plans for a celebratory Christmas 

dinner.  Next month sees Holt’s AGM and the annual request was made for those prepared to serve 

on the committee. 

A last-minute replacement speaker turned out to be very topical.  Phillip Bowen came to talk about 

the history of the Gunpowder Plot and how very accidental it is that Guy Fawkes has become the 

famous connection, when he was a small cog in the machine of the intended Catholic rebellion.  Of 

course, we all know the basics of the story, but where this talk proved the most interesting was in 

the intriguing little extras that are not well known.   

The savage persecution of Catholics, firstly under Queen Elizabeth I and then under King James I, is 

acknowledged, but under-played as the punitive fines and exile seemed less harsh then the burnings 

suffered by non-Catholics under Mary Tudor.  However, the fines levied were ruinous, such that 

even very wealthy landowners could be stripped of all their wealth, thus providing a lucrative 

income stream for the monarch, up to the equivalent of ten million pounds a year. Priest-holes and 

other such devices flourished as families attempted to remain true to their faith. But the ground was 

fertile for a Catholic rebellion.  Fired by zealous enthusiasm and feeling betrayed after King James’ 

promise to be more tolerant of Catholics proved to be a false hope, the plotters took no notice of 

the fact that there were so few Catholics in the country, that even had they succeeded, the populace 

at large would never have sustained another Catholic monarch.  And there would be no help from 

abroad; Spain had signed a peace accord with England in 1604.  Nevertheless, the plot to blow up 

parliament, killing all the Establishment (the King, many of his relatives, the Privy Council, the 

Judges, the Protestant aristocracy, the Bishops, the Commons), to kidnap James’ daughter, Elizabeth, 

to become a puppet monarch and re-establish a Catholic kingdom, was doomed to failure from the 

outset. 

                      

And then there was the question of money; so many people became involved in the plot, because of 

the funds needed to make the whole thing work, that it was bound to end with some purposeful or 

accidental betrayal.  And indeed, that is what happened. A late comer to the plot warned his cousin 

away from parliament on November 4th, 1605, suspicions were aroused, searches made, Guy Fawkes 
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and the Gunpower discovered. Arrests and “gentle tortures” followed on the way to some gruesome 

deaths for treason: hanging, drawing and quartering. Rounding up of the conspirators would make a 

modern terrorism unit proud; it took just three days to find and imprison the central characters. 

Robert Cecil, known as the Spymaster General for King James (son of the Cecil who performed a 

similar role for Queen Elizabeth), had a wonderfully efficient network. Sadly, some bystanders who 

had tried to stop the plot, such as the Jesuit priest, Father Garnet, were caught in the maelstrom and 

were executed along with the guilty. 

                  

And the legacy?  Apart from a traditional celebration with fireworks to celebrate the monarch’s 

survival, starting in 1606(!) and a centuries long distrust of Catholics, which lasted well into the 

twentieth century, we have little to show for this potentially cataclysmic event in our history.   

Although it is intriguing to note that anti-globalisation demonstrators make use of Guy Fawkes 

masks.  Do they really know what that indicates?   

 

It has been great to see new faces in the last few months.  Next month will include a report on all we 

have achieved this year, from the charities we support, to village fund-raising, social and cultural 

activities.  It would be a good opportunity for those interested in seeing what WI is all about to join 

us as guests and to meet the members over a pudding tasting session.  First Thursday in November 

at 7pm in Holt Village Hall. 
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